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The Emergency Economic Stabilization Act 2008  
BY JOHN DOUGLAS, V. GERARD COMIZIO, KEVIN PETRASIC, LAWRENCE KAPLAN AND JASON 
ROSENSTOCK  

 

The U.S. Senate passed The Emergency 
Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 last 
evening by a vote of 74-25. The Senate 
action breathes new life in the legislation, 
which was defeated Monday by the House of 
Representatives on a widely nonpartisan 
vote of 205-228. In the Senate, 39 
Democrats, 34 Republicans and 1 
Independent supported the bill; opposing 
the legislation were 9 Democrats, 15 
Republicans and 1 Independent. This 
contrasts sharply with the House where 133 
Republican members and 95 Democratic 
members opposed the economic stabilization 
package in the vote on Monday.  

Reconsideration in the House hopefully will 
be facilitated by the addition of a temporary 
increase in the FDIC deposit insurance 
coverage to $250,000 (until December 31, 
2009, and without a premium increase 
based on the new coverage amount). This 
provision is intended to address liquidity 
challenges by troubled banks as funds are 
moved for greater insurance coverage. 
Moreover, the Senate bill places greater 
emphasis on a provision that authorizes the 
SEC to suspend the application of FAS 157 
mark-to-market accounting rules when the 
SEC determines it is appropriate and in the 
public interest. Moreover, the Senate bill had 
several unrelated tax reforms that had 
already been adopted by the House,  

including Alternative Minimum Tax relief and 
clean energy incentives. 

We expect that the impact of the House vote 
on the financial markets on Monday is also 
likely to cause many House members to 
weigh carefully another House rejection of 
the legislation. In the earlier House vote, 
Republican opposition came mostly from the 
conservative ranks of the Republican 
Conference, Democratic opposition was 
generally spread across the Caucus (but 
included an overwhelming number of 
freshman Democrats, suggesting deep 
constituent dissatisfaction with the bill). 
House leadership is scrambling to shore up 
support for the Senate passed bill with a re-
vote possibly occurring as early as today.  

The legislation continues to represent a 
consensus compromise authorizing the U.S. 
Department of the Treasury to purchase 
troubled assets from (and guarantee 
troubled assets of) financial institutions in 
order to promote market stability, and 
stimulate the U.S. economy. The legislation 
is intended to remove illiquid mortgage 
assets from the financial system. The 
current version of the legislation has been 
hotly contested and negotiated, with a 
number of tax provisions added to the 
Senate bill to gain additional support.  
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Of particular note, the legislation authorizes 
Treasury to purchase or guarantee “troubled 
assets” – defined as residential or 
commercial mortgages and any securities, 
obligations, or other instruments that are 
based on or related to such mortgages – 
originated or issued on or before March 14, 
2008.  The legislation is flexible enough to 
include other asset classifications if the 
Secretary of the Treasury, in consultation 
with the Chairman of the Federal Reserve 
Board determines the purchase is necessary 
to promote financial market stability. 
Accordingly, “troubled assets” can be 
expanded to include all sorts of troubled 
debts, including student, credit card and 
auto loans. 

The Treasury, directly and through its 
agents, would manage and then sell troubled 
assets over time with a goal of repayment of 
the amounts advanced by Treasury to 
purchase such assets. Treasury would also 
take warrants or other senior debt positions 
in institutions selling troubled assets to the 
government or for providing guarantees on 
troubled assets held by institutions. 

The current compromise raises various 
issues that will have to be worked out upon 
any final passage of the legislation. These 
include uncertainty regarding the actual 
mechanism and pricing of troubled assets to 
be purchased and the timing of such 
purchases. Additional details as to 
implementation of the legislation remain 
uncertain. While the Treasury proposal 
included broad policy goals and sought 
unrestrained powers to address troubled 
assets, Congress imposed various 
conditions, including limits on the funding 
mechanism, greater Treasury oversight and 
accountability for the program, and limits on 
executive compensation. Treasury was 
willing to consent to some of these limits, 
but fought hard to roll-back certain others, 
including a Congressional effort to grant 
bankruptcy courts cram-down authority to 
modify mortgage payment amounts and 
terms for borrowers in bankruptcy 
proceedings.  
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Comparison of Key Provisions from the Treasury Proposal and the House/Senate Consensus 
Draft of Troubled Asset Relief Legislation 

(updated as of October 2, 2008 12 noon ET) 

   
Issue Treasury Proposal Bill Passed by Senate (Wed, 10-1); to be 

Considered by the House  

NEW: 
Increase in FDIC 
Insurance 

No Similar Provision Temporary increase in deposit insurance from 
$100,000 to $250,000 by the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation for deposits at banks and 
savings associations and the National Credit Union 
Share Insurance Fund for funds held at Credit 
Unions. $250,000 limit will be in effect from date of 
enactment and end on December 31, 2009. [§136] 
 
Increase in deposit insurance limits is not to be 
considered in setting insurance premium rates by 
the FDIC or the NCUA. The FDIC has already 
scheduled a meeting for October 7, 2008 with 
respect to possible deposit insurance premiums 
based upon $100,000 limit, with a goal of rebuilding 
the reserve ratio to 1.15 percent within five years. 
Such FDIC action is expected to result in a new 
average premium of 9 to 10 basis points. 
 
The deposit insurance limit was scheduled to be 
adjusted by an inflationary index beginning in 2011.  

EMPHASIZED:Mark
-to-Market 
Accounting 

No similar provision Grant of authority to the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (“SEC”) to suspend by rule, regulation 
or order the application of FASB Statement 157 for 
any issuer with respect to any class or category of 
transaction of the SEC determines that it is 
necessary or appropriate in the public interest and in 
is consistent with the protection of investors.  
[§ 132] 
 
GAO Study on mark-to-market accounting [§ 133] 
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Issue Treasury Proposal Bill Passed by Senate (Wed, 10-1); to be 

Considered by the House  

Authorization to 
Purchase Troubled 
Assets 

Authorizes Treasury to 
purchase and make 
commitments to purchase 
troubled assets from any 
“financial institution” on such 
terms and conditions as 
determined by the Treasury 
Secretary. [§2(a)] 

Substantially similar provision, referenced as the 
troubled asset relief program (“TARP”). [§101(a)(1)] 

New Office No similar provision. Establishes an “Office of Financial Stability” (“OFS”) 
within Treasury to implement any purchase 
programs under the Act. OFS to be headed by 
Assistant Treasury Secretary appointed by Senate 
with Senate confirmation. [§101(a)(3)]. 

Consultation 
Requirement 

No similar provision. Treasury to consult with FRB, FRB-NY, FDIC, OCC, 
OTS and HUD when exercising authority under the 
Act. [§101(b)] 

Necessary Actions Treasury may take actions 
the Secretary deems 
necessary, including: 
appointing employees to 
carry out authorities 
(without regard to the civil 
service rules); entering into 
contracts and hiring of 
specialized expertise to 
manage assets (subject to 
restrictions to ensure a 
competitive process and 
minimize conflicts); 
designating financial 
institutions as govt. agents; 
and establishing investment 
vehicles to purchase troubled 
assets. [§2(b)] 

Similar provision, but avoids broad legal carve-outs 
from government contracting rules sought by 
Treasury. Requires program guidelines from 
Treasury for mechanisms for purchasing troubled 
assets, pricing and valuation methods for troubled 
assets, procedures for selecting asset managers, 
and criteria for identifying troubled assets for 
purchase. [§101(c)-(d)] 
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Issue Treasury Proposal Bill Passed by Senate (Wed, 10-1); to be 

Considered by the House  

Unjust Enrichment No similar provision. Requires Treasury to take steps to avoid unjust 
enrichment of institutions selling assets to Treasury; 
except does not apply to assets acquired in a 
merger/acquisition or purchase of assets in a 
conservatorship or receivership. [§101(e)] 

Authorization to 
Insure Troubled 
Assets 

No similar provision. If Treasury establishes TARP program, it must also 
establish program to guarantee institution troubled 
assets originated or issued before 3/14/2008 
(including MBSs). [§102(a)] 
 
The Secretary is required to establish risk-based 
premiums for such guarantees sufficient to cover 
anticipated claims. The amount of guarantees shall 
count toward the overall expenditure limitations 
imposed on the Treasury Secretary under the Act. 
[§102(c)] 

Maximum Amount 
of Authorized 
Purchases 

$700 billion outstanding at 
any one time. [§10] 

Authorizes $700 billion for TARP, but imposes initial 
limit of $250 billion; an additional $100 billion is 
available upon certification of need by President to 
Congress; remaining $350 billion may be accessed if 
the President transmits a written plan to Congress 
requesting such authority and Congress does not 
pass a joint resolution disapproving such authority 
within 15 days (with special rules for expedited 
Congressional consideration of such request). 
[§115] 

Definition of 
“Troubled Asset” 

Includes residential and 
commercial mortgages and 
mortgage-backed assets 
originated/issued before 
9/17/2008. [§16(3)] 

Similar provision, but applies to mortgages 
originated or issued before 3/14/2008. Also includes 
any other financial instrument the Secretary (in 
consultation with FRB Chair) determines is necessary 
to promote financial market stability (with written 
notice to Congress). [§3(9)] 

Funding/Appropria
tions 

Treasury authorized to use 
proceeds from sale of 
general public debt to fund 
troubled asset acquisitions 
under this Act. Funds are 
deemed appropriated at time 
of expenditure. [§11] 

Substantially similar provision. [§118] 
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Issue Treasury Proposal Bill Passed by Senate (Wed, 10-1); to be 
Considered by the House  

Increase in Public 
Debt Authority 

Increase public debt limit to 
$11.3 trillion. [§14] 

Substantially similar provision. [§122] 

Termination of 
Authority 

Treasury authority (other 
than management and sale 
of assets) sunsets 2 years 
after date of enactment. 
[§13] 

Authority to purchase and guarantee assets 
terminates 12/31/2009, but may be extended to two 
years after enactment upon Treasury certification to 
Congress. [§120] 

Minimizing Costs 
and Maximizing 
Benefits 

Treasury to minimize costs 
to taxpayers and maximize 
benefits in exercising 
authority under the Act. 
Treasury to utilize market 
mechanisms to maximize 
efficiency, except direct 
purchases from financial 
institutions outside of a 
bidding process are 
permissible if done at 
reasonable prices and with 
benefit/loss sharing 
mechanisms with Treasury. 
[§8] 

Similar provision. Requires Treasury to obtain 
warrants (or a senior debt instrument) in order to 
cover losses and administrative costs, as well as to 
allow taxpayers to share in equity appreciation in 
connection with direct asset purchases from financial 
institutions. [§113] 

Taxpayer 
Recoupment 

No similar provision. Requires that 5 years after enactment, the President 
submit to the Congress a proposal that recoups from 
the financial industry any projected losses to the 
taxpayer from the TARP under the Act. [§134] 

Contracting 
Procedures 

Requires the awarding of 
contracts to asset managers 
to include solicitations from 
a broad array of firms and to 
include standards to avoid 
conflicts of interest. FDIC to 
be considered in selection of 
asset managers for whole 
loans. [§6] 

Treasury may waive provisions of Federal Acquisition 
Regulation where compelling circumstances make 
compliance contrary to the public interest. Such 
waivers must be reported to Congress within 7 days. 
If provisions related to minority contracting are 
waived, Secretary must develop alternate 
procedures to ensure inclusion of minority 
contractors. FDIC to be considered in selection of 
asset managers for whole loans. [§107] 

Conflicts of 
Interest 

No similar provision. Treasury to issue regulations (as soon as practicable 
after enactment) to address and manage or prohibit 
conflicts of interest that arise in connection with the 
administration and execution of the asset purchase 
program. [§108] 
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Issue Treasury Proposal Bill Passed by Senate (Wed, 10-1); to be 
Considered by the House  

Oversight  No similar provisions. Establishes Financial Stability Oversight Board 
(“FSOB”) (comprised of FRB Chair, Treasury 
Secretary, FHFB Director, SEC Chair and HUD 
Secretary) to review all policies implemented by, 
and make recommendations to, Treasury regarding 
use of authority under the Act and impact on 
preserving homeownership, stabilizing financial 
markets protecting taxpayers, and avoiding fraud. 
FSOB to provide quarterly reports to Congress. 
[§104] 
 
Requires broad GAO oversight and on-site 
monitoring of the activities and performance of 
TARP. GAO to report to Congress every 60 days, and 
to prepare annual audited (GAAP) financial 
statements of TARP for submission to Congress. 
TARP required to establish and maintain an effective 
system of internal controls. [§116] 
 
Establishes new Office of the Special Inspector 
General to oversee all aspects of Treasury’s 
administration of the purchase and guarantee of 
assets under the TARP. The head of the new office, 
the Special Inspector General (appointed by 
President with consent of the Senate), is required to 
submit a quarterly report to Congress summarizing 
its activities and the activities of the Secretary under 
the Act. [§121] 
 
Establishes five member Congressional Oversight 
Panel (2 members appointed by House and 2 by 
Senate, with 1 from each majority party and 1 from 
each minority party; 5th member to be selected by 
Speaker of the House and Senate Majority Leader in 
consultation with House and Senate Minority 
Leaders) to review the state of the financial 
markets, the regulatory system, use of authority 
under TARP, the impact of purchases, market 
transparency, and the effectiveness of foreclosure 
mitigation under the Act. Panel is required to report 
to Congress monthly and to submit a special report 
on regulatory reform by 1/20/2009. The panel will 
consist of 5 outside experts appointed by the House 
and Senate Minority and Majority leadership. Permits 
feder+C27al agencies to assist in staffing the Panel 
if asked by Congress to do so. [§125] 
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Issue Treasury Proposal Bill Passed by Senate (Wed, 10-1); to be 

Considered by the House  

Review of 
Treasury Actions 

Decisions by the Treasury 
Secretary are not subject to 
review by any court or 
administrative agency. [§12] 

Provides for judicial review of Treasury’s actions, 
including injunctive and other relief (on an expedited 
basis, where appropriate), to ensure that the actions 
of the Secretary are not arbitrary, capricious, or not 
in accordance with law. Limits ability of institutions 
that participate in TARP to bring action against 
Treasury. Preserves rights of homeowners whose 
mortgage loans are purchased by TARP. Provides 
protections to servicers that adopt loan modification 
plans under certain circumstances. [§119] 

Treasury 
Considerations in 
Exercising 
Authority 

In exercising authority, 
Treasury Secretary to take 
into consideration means for 
providing stability to or 
prevent disruption of 
financial markets or banking 
system, and protecting the 
taxpayer. [§3] 

Similar provision, except also requires Treasury to 
consider the need to keep families in their homes, 
the financial strength and long-term viability of an 
institution and whether the purchase is most 
efficient use of funds under the Act, wide 
participation in the program, small institutions 
impacted by the devaluation of their GSE stock, 
stability for cities and counties, and retirement 
plans. [§103] 

FDIC/Federal 
Banking Agency 
(“FBA”) 
Enforcement 
Authority 

No similar provision. Prohibits the misuse of the FDIC logo and name to 
falsely represent that deposits are insured. 
Strengthens FBA enforcement authority (for civil 
money penalties and certain other areas), and FDIC 
back-up enforcement authority (to take action 
against any person or institution where the FBA as 
not acted). [§126] 

FBI Coordination No similar provision. Requires federal financial regulators to cooperate 
with the FBI and other law enforcement agencies 
investigating fraud, misrepresentation, and 
malfeasance with respect to development, 
advertising, and sale of financial products. [§127] 

Public 
Reports/Market 
Transparency 

Requires quarterly public 
reports on troubled asset 
purchases. [§4(b)] 

Treasury to make publicly available details on all 
assets purchased within 48 hours of each 
transaction. Treasury may recommend to an 
institution’s regulator to increase disclosure of off-
balance sheet and similar transactions to increase 
transparency. [§114] 
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Issue Treasury Proposal Bill Passed by Senate (Wed, 10-1); to be 
Considered by the House  

Rights/Manageme
nt/Sale of 
Troubled Assets  

Treasury may exercise any 
rights received in connection 
with the purchase of 
troubled assets, manage 
troubled assets, and sell in 
any manner and upon terms, 
conditions and prices 
Secretary deems 
appropriate. Revenues and 
proceeds from asset sales to 
be deposited into the general 
fund of the Treasury. [§5] 

Substantially similar provision. [§106] 

Congressional 
Reports and 
Studies 

Quarterly reports to 
Congress on authorities 
exercised under the Act, the 
basis for exercising the 
authority, and foreclosure 
mitigation efforts. [§4(a)] 

The Secretary must report to Congress (90 days 
after enactment) on establishment of the asset 
guarantee program. [§102(b)] 
 
Treasury Secretary to provide monthly reports to 
Congress on overall actions taken by Treasury 
during the period, actual funding expenditures along 
with a detailed financial statement regarding the 
expenditure of funds for agreements made, 
guarantees, transactions, assets purchased, 
projected costs/liabilities, operating expenses, 
valuation methods, and vehicles established. 
[§105(a)] 
 
Reports to Congress after every $50 billion 
expenditure/commitment of funds to purchase 
troubled assets. [§105(b)] 
 
Regulatory modernization report to Congress from 
Treasury by 4/30/2009, including analysis of current 
regulatory system, recommendations for reform, 
and inclusion of participants currently outside 
regulatory system. [§105(c)] 
 
GAO to conduct a study and report to Congress (by 
6/1/2009) on extent to which leverage and sudden 
deleveraging of financial institutions was a factor in 
current financial crisis. [§117] 
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Issue Treasury Proposal Bill Passed by Senate (Wed, 10-1); to be 

Considered by the House  

Foreclosure 
Avoidance and 
Mitigation Efforts 

Requires loan servicers of 
assets purchased under the 
Act to mitigate foreclosures 
and Treasury to consent to 
reasonable loss mitigation 
efforts. [§7] 

Requires Treasury to maximize assistance, including 
the use of guarantees and credit enhancements, to 
troubled borrowers to minimize foreclosures. 
Treasury to coordinate with FDIC, FRB, FHFA, HUD 
and other federal entities to acquire troubled assets 
and encourage loan modification and to work to 
keep bona fide tenants in their homes. Treasury to 
encourage servicers to take advantage of the HOPE 
for Homeowners Program. Treasury to consent to 
reasonable loan modifications. [§109] 
 
Federal property managers (FHFA, FDIC and FRB) 
required to implement a plan (and work with 
servicers) to prevent foreclosures, promote 
mortgage loan modifications, and protect tenants. 
Federal property managers to report to Congress 
monthly on loan modification efforts. [§110] 
 
Strengthens Hope for Homeowners program to 
increase eligibility and improve tools to prevent 
foreclosures. [§124] 

Mark-to-Market 
Accounting 

No similar provisions. Permits SEC to suspend application of FAS 157 for 
any issuer or for any class or category of transaction 
if SEC determines that it is in the public interest and 
protects investors. [§132] 
 
Requires SEC, in consultation with the FRB and 
Treasury, to conduct a study on mark-to-market 
accounting under FAS 157, including impact on 
balance sheets, quality of financial information, and 
other matters, and to report to Congress within 90 
days of enactment. [§133] 
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Issue Treasury Proposal Bill Passed by Senate (Wed, 10-1); to be 

Considered by the House  

Executive 
Compensation 

No similar provisions. Treasury to establish rules limiting executive 
compensation for institutions directly selling assets 
to the TARP. These include limits on compensation 
for excessive risk-taking, “claw-back” provisions for 
inappropriately paid bonuses or other incentive 
compensation, and prohibitions on golden parachute 
payments. [§111(b)] 
 
Institutions selling more than $300 million in assets 
to Treasury in TARP auctions are subject to 20% 
excise tax on golden parachute payments triggered 
by events other than retirement, and limits on tax 
deductions for compensation above $500,000. 
[§111(c)] 

Foreign 
Coordination  

Treasury to coordinate with 
foreign authorities and 
central banks to maximize 
the impact of troubled asset 
purchases. [§9] 

Treasury to coordinate with foreign authorities and 
central banks to work toward establishment of 
similar programs by such authorities and central 
banks. Foreign authorities and banks may sell 
troubled assets to Treasury via the TARP. [§112] 

Mutual Fund 
Stabilization and 
FDIC Parity 

No similar provision. Reimburses the Exchange Stabilization Fund for 
funds used for the temporary money market mutual 
fund guarantee program. Prohibits future use of the 
Stabilization Fund for any guarantee program for the 
money market mutual fund industry. [§131] 

Reserve 
Requirement 

No similar provision. Accelerates to 10/1/2008 provisions scheduled to 
become effective 10/1/2011 for the payment of 
interest on Federal Reserve Bank balances. [§128] 

FRB Emergency 
Loan Authority 

No similar provision. Requires FRB to report to Congress upon any use of 
its emergency lending authority under FRA § 13(3). 
[§129] 

Treasury/FRB 
Authority 

No similar provision. Authority of Treasury Secretary and FRB under any 
other provision of law is not limited by this Act 
(except with respect to limits imposed on funding 
the Exchange Stabilization Fund. [§135] 
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Issue Treasury Proposal Bill Passed by Senate (Wed, 10-1); to be 

Considered by the House  

Budget-Related 
Provisions 

No similar provisions. Information used by Treasury Secretary in 
connection with activities under this Act should be 
made available to CBO. [§201] 
 
OMB to report semi-annually to Congress and the 
President on cost estimates and related information 
on asset purchase costs and guarantees incurred by 
Treasury under the Act. Requires CBO to report to 
Congress within 45 days of OMB’s semi-annual 
report its assessment of OMB’s report. [§202] 
 
President to include in annual budget to Congress 
certain analyses and estimates relating to costs 
incurred as a result of the Act. [§ 203] 
 
Provisions of the Act are deemed emergency 
requirements and necessary to meet emergency 
needs for federal budget scoring purposes. [§204] 

Tax Provisions No similar provisions. Details certain changes in the tax treatment of 
losses on the preferred stock of certain GSEs for 
financial institutions. [§ 301] 
 
Applies limits on executive compensation and golden 
parachutes for certain executives of employers who 
participate in TARP auction program. [§302] 
 
Extends current law tax forgiveness on the 
cancellation of mortgage debt. [§303] 
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If you have any questions concerning these developing issues, please do not hesitate to contact any of the 
following Paul Hastings lawyers: 
 

Lawrence D. Kaplan 
202-551-1829 
lawrencekaplan@paulhastings.com 
 
Kevin Petrasic  
202-551-1896 
kevinpetrasic@paulhastings.com  

Jason Rosenstock 
202-551-1871 
jasonrosenstock@paulhastings.com 
 
John L. Douglas 
404-815-2214 
johndouglas@paulhastings.com 

V. Gerard Comizio 
202-551-1272 
vgerardcomizio@paulhastings.com 
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